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One-stop solution for all your music needs.n Gaana offers you free
unlimited access to over 30 million songs in Hindi, Bollywood

music, English MP3. Using the streaming function, you can
synchronize with any of your gadgets. Fast loading. Like

YouTube, you can easily add a video or audio file to your favorite
site using Firefox's built-in web option. n Forward Look back. It's
quite easy to delete a recently watched video or music. By pressing
the home button, you select a folder or album in the quick search
sections to find it. On the main page, press the Go button.n View

open pages.n View favorites mode allows you to view all currently
available pages on the Internet. What web browsers do you use?

We've also included a few browser tweaks that allow you to access
additional services such as social search, a password manager, and
more.n These additional features are made available by updating

Firefox to the latest version. More choice, more features In
addition to enjoying access to the vast world of the Internet, the
new Firefox gives you all the tools you need to make websites
brighter, simpler, and more convenient. It provides access to

thousands of features, including new ones: Unlimited freedom of
movement High-speed Internet from 20 to 100 Mbps is exactly

what you are looking for. Online game mode Thanks to advanced
Firefox technologies, Firefox JavaScript Player 3.0 and Firefox

Custom Apps are integrated into your system by default. You can
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watch videos and play games at any time. Firefox's interface has
been made more intuitive to make you not only feel comfortable
on the web, but also look the same.n Graphics In the new Firefox

46, you'll be able to enjoy smoother animations that more
accurately recreate the emotions of the characters you draw.

Protect yourself A more secure Internet with MTAP certification
to ensure your system is secure. Optimize your data transfer speed
For more than three years, Firefox has been constantly improving
and giving you the ability to stay connected even at the maximum

connection speed. More amenities and features CSS, HTML,
JavaScript, DOM, FTP, MIME, SOCKS4, CTFX and more
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